Peeler Creek
(aka Kenny Hall’s “Feed Your Babies Onions”)

Transcribed & arr. by Pete Showman
from a Skip Gorman / Ron Kane recording

Reportedly collected by Kenny Hall while in Texas; also played as a mazurka in Ireland. This version is from a nice recording by Skip Gorman and Ron Kane, on their Powder River CD. They do a twin fiddle version the 2nd time (and then add The Clayhole to make it a medley). Transcribed, arranged and typeset in ABC by Pete Showman, r1 5/15/14.

Thanks to Bob Palasek for bringing the Gorman/Kane recording to my attention in 2004.

Some lyrics Kenny Hall apparently used to sing for Part A:

Oh, feed your babies onions so you can find them in the garden after dark,
Feed your babies onions so you can find them in the dark.

A couple of recordings (the first is a sample of the Powder River track from which this was transcribed):
www.amazon.com/Peeler-Creek-The-Clayhole/dp/B00FGIE7D2
www2.mainefiddle.org/peeler-creek/peeler-creek-2/
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